Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) EB1/Zta protein provided in trans and competent for the activation of productive cycle genes does not activate the BZLF1 gene in the EBV genome.
The Epstein-Barr Virus (EBV) gene BZLF1 encodes the transcription fact or EB1 (also known as Zta) which is essential for the switch from latency to the lytic cycle: EB1 expressed from a plasmid transfected into B cell lines carrying latent EBV episomes, induces a productive viral cycle. Furthermore, EB1-specific DNA-binding sequences (ZREs) have been found in the promoters of many EBV early genes, including the BZLF1 promoter PZ and the PR promoter. At promoter PR, bicistronic mRNAs are initiated which contain, from 5' to 3', the BRLF1 and the BZLF1 open reading frames (ORFs) encoding respectively the R and EB1 proteins. The current model for the activation of the EBV lytic cycle implies that downregulation of the PZ promoter activity is a key element for latency and that a limiting step in the activation of the productive cycle is the translation of EB1. Once made, EB1 autoactivates promoter PZ, activates the PR promoter at which an mRNA coding for the EBV transcription factor R is initiated and activates the EBV early genes and the ORIlyt, due to unrestricted accessibility of the EB1-responsive elements in the viral genome. We show here that EB1 expressed from a plasmid activated most if not all of the EBV early genes in the viral genome but not its own gene, BZLF1. Moreover, transfected EB1 induced the transcription of the bicistronic mRNAs from which R is efficiently translated but not EB1. Our results demonstrate that EB1 provided in trans, although competent to activate the productive cycle genes, was not sufficient to overcome the downregulation of the PZ promoter.